
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHAT CABLES? 

 

‘What cables do we need for an automatic gate system?’  Cables that are suitable for 

outdoor use, that are adequately or better protected, of the right size and with spare cores 

if able. 

 

‘Spare cores?’ Yes, often system owners choose alternative controls that need to replace 

existing ones. Sometimes items are discontinued or upgraded and they require changing. 

For many reasons items are fitted that require alternative wiring and having enough of the 

right, spare cores, can allow this without the need for costly rewiring. 

 

   
 

‘How many are there?’ There are usually three types of cables needed and each should 

be installed so that it can be replaced, without too much disruption. 

 

Extra low volt: These are the cables that link each item of equipment to the control 

board. They are very low volt and do not create a risk of injury within themselves. They 

are critical to the performance and functionality of every installation and should be very 

well protected. (RBS multi-core is ideal) 

 

           
 

Mains voltage: Wrongly listed sometimes as ‘High voltage’, mains capable wiring, 

is usually the more dangerous cable routes, required to the higher voltage items, such as 

the Incoming supply (mains), Motor feeds and such like. These are also critical to the 

system and often require stronger mechanical protection. (SWA cables are ideal) 

 

Special cable:  This type can be for 415v supplies, or the communications, CCTV, 

access control and other such items that are not always required, but often found on 

commercial or high security type installations. These can often be less critical toward the 

performance of the gate system, but more so with the apparatus they are installed to. 



 

What about size and type? All three categories can have a number of optional types but 

all should be fully-fit-for-purpose and with core sizes that are adequate or better than 

required. Better so that temperature fluctuations (outdoors) and deterioration over time, 

may have less of an effect upon the system. 

 

   
 

‘What should we be aware of?’ Internally rated cables should be avoided and access to 

every cable run assured wherever practical to do so. Cable failures with the right cables 

are rare, but other, often cheaper cables, are notorious for causing very expensive repairs. 

They can also be very difficult to trace and identify, when they are hidden or 

inaccessible. Ensure the right ducting or conduits and glands are also used. 

 

           
 

Every day, people rely upon systems that themselves, rely upon good cabling! 
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